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Adapting Institutional Research to Changing Student Populations

by

Arthur M. Cohen

It is fitting that I speak to a group of two-year college institutional

researchers on implications of changed student populations. The ERIC

Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, which I have directed since 1966, has

always had a major interest in two-year college institutional research.

The original proposal for, the Clearinghouse named IR documents as a primary

source of input; these ephemera had never been cataloged and we felt much

useful information could be gained from them. From time to time institu-

tional researchers have been on the ERIC advisory board and have occupied

staff positions in the Clearinghouse. They have also written for our

various publications series and have made use of the ERIC system'through

search requests. The Clearinghousemade the initial request to AERA for

a Special Interest Group in Junior College Research. Our links are strong.

A review of titles in the ERIC publications series shows many are

pointed directly toward institutional research. Without attempting,to

name them all, I want to mention particularly Topical Paper #30 entitled,

"The Practitioner Views Institutional Research," published in February 1972

and now out of print but available through ERIC Document Reproduction

Service, ED 059 718. It should be'on every researcher's shelf. Wehave

also had articles on research printed in the Community College column in

Change magazine; Ben Gold's "The Administrator and Institutional Research17

May 1973, stands out. The ERIC Junior College Research Review, printed

monthly from 1968 through 1972 included numerous issues on IR. Titles

such as "Needed Research in the Junior College" (April 1968), "Trends and

Developments in Institutional Research" (April 1972), and "Trends in the

Study of Junior Colleges: 1970" (September 1970), are especially pertinent.

All these documents are available through EDRS and we can furnish order

numbers readily.

The two-year college institutional researcher should familiarize

himself thoroughly with the ERIC system. The numerous studies that have

been prepared by research officers and put into the collection provide an

invaluable source for topics, designs, methodologies, strategies, and the

like. You have received copies of abstracts of a fev,of them. Since these

documents have been prepared by your counterparts at Other institutions- -

and undoubtedly some of them have been input by those of you here--they show

the range of what can be done. The Clearinghouse is a basic and continuing

resource for the IR Director. It does more--it offers researchers a

critical review of their products, accepting only those that seem to war-

rant widespread distribution by virtue of their sound methodology, their

grounding in theory, or their presentation of data of interest to the

broader community of educators.

My remarks here fall into three categories: the character of two-

year college institutional research past and present; changed student

populations in the colleges; and useful topics and designs for studying
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the new students.

As a way of beginning a discussion of the implications of changed
student populations on institutional research, I would like you to note
on one of the cards provided, the project you have most recently completed
or one in which you are deeply engaged at the present time. Spell out in
a brief phrase the problem, the theory or conceptualization within which
you are working, the design, the instrumentation, and a general statement
of the methodology.

Before reviewing the topics and methodologies you have submitted I
should note what they might have been if this meeting had been held five
or six years ago. In so doing I can quote from the Junior College Research
Review of April 1969: "Institutional research deserves special comment.
Although a sizeable minority of the institutions have a person charged
with the conduct of research, his efforts are usually directed toward
writing proposals for extramural funding or toward gathering data of use
in planning facilities and public relations releases. Most research re-
ports involve the checking of records in order to obtain demographic data
about students. FrerNently, uncontrolled follow-up will be conducted
using homemade designs in an effort to determine numbers of students who
transfer to four-year institutions, obtain jobs, and so on. Few actual
experiments are conducted, even though where they have been, programs
based on their findings have been carefully conducted.

"Junior college research may be summed in one word--it is inchoate.
An intellective curiosity or skepticism regarding modes of organization,
results, or,effects of instructional programs is not revealed in the
reports processed at the Clearinghouse. The audience for indigenous
research is the adinistration and occasionally the faculty of single
institutions. It is not likely that topics treated by--or the methodology
of--junior college researchers will change until it is beamed at a wider,
more critical audience. Avenues of dissemination are not lacking, but
realization of the value of, and the need for, substantive writing is."

In brief we found institutional research to be concerned excessively
with studying student flow--where they came from, where_they went. The
designs were incredibly simplistic; the research question was usually
something in the order of, "Where do our students come from?" or "Where do
they go after they leave us?" The methodology was to collect information
from student records. New data were not generated. If they were, a home-
made instrument asking such questions as, "Do you now have a job?" and
"Did the college help you learn all that was needed to function in your
job?" was used. Most distressing from a methodological standpoint,
population sampling was not undertaken; the investigator would merely
round up as many subjects as were available from the target population
and take what responses he could get without attempting to weight for
categories of non-respondents and without attempting to tease oyt more
responses than he could obtain from a self-selected, volunteer audience.

Many documents coming in to the Clearinghouse still are based on
studynt data. We get many traditional follow-ups of transfer students re-
port* grade point averages earned by the institution's transfers to local
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four-year institutions. But we have seen a drift toward questions related

to career'education: the types of jobs available in the localcommunity;

a community survey of employers; and follow-up of students to'determine

if they are working and if so, in what kinds of jobs. These are certainly

useful to many segments of the college community but, and this an important

qualifier, most of the studies emanating from the institutions still suffer

from the limitations in methodology noted.

A second categor., of IR studies has become prominent. These relate

to information supplied to external agencies. They have come about because

of the demands of affirmative action and because other types of governmental

directives require institutional data. State-level agencies particularly

have been voracious in their consumption of institutional information.'

We see studies of room use, financial aids, faculty loads expenditures by
program--all created for state offices. Much of it is too parochial for

a general audience but'it has becoMe prevalent.

By definition institutional research is problem oriented--directed
toward the problems-pertinent to a single institution. Some type of

institutional improvement is presumed to be the anticipated outcome;
therefore the demands of external auditors for an increasing flow of data,

although theyrmust be accommodated, draw the researcher's attention and

energies away from what should be his primary pursuit. Institutional

research is--or should be--directedatoward providing data or useful or

necessary in making administrative decisions and for successful mainten-

ance of college operations. It is sometimes called applied operations

research because, at its best, this is what it is.

In his Change article (May 1973) Ben Gold describes the general pur-

poses of instituticaal research as providing objective current evidence

on how well the college is doing in its various operational areas, and

as the furnishing of information to faculty and administrators so that
policy decisions and implementation can be based on current and reliable

data. He sees the specific responsibilities of the IR Director as:

exploring areas of needed research and recommending
priorities for research efforts;

stimulating and coordinating institutional information
collection and acting as a consultant for others
on the campus who are collecting it;

maintaining a library of research materials;
recommending regular procedures for gathering-and

storing needed information;
designing procedures for disseninating information

to appropriate groups;
conducting research studies as suggested by the

chairman of the college's research advisory
committee;

sharing information with colleagues in other

institutions.

Elsewhere Gold (1972) elaborates on these functions saying that the research

director should evaluate programs and procedures, make follow-up studies,
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measure student and/or faculty opinion, survey community needs and
attitudes, provide research assistance to the classroom instructor, pro-
vide information for proposal writing and accreditation, and act'as a
clearinghouse for questionnaires. Paul Elsner 01972) also discusses the
research director's responsibility in.providing information useful in
assessing the allocation of resources, assessing student potential and
student achievement, analyzing c riculum and program needs and priorities,
and assessing the college's im act on the community.

This is a tall order, a very tall order. The plethora of functions
that have been described are in total impossible for a single IR Director
to achieve. One person can organize and conduct only so many studies at
a time. -A community needs survey alone can take up an entire year from
design to interpretation. A properly conducted student opinion or aptitude
surveys takes several months. Regardless of the assistance that an IR
Director can obtain, he still can do only so much. And unfortunately a
Gresham's Law operates in two-yeall college institutional research as it
does in so many other areas of life. The soft coin of filling out
questionnaires drives Out the hard currency of experimedtation. One can

spend literally all his time--and legitimately so--simply providing data
to external agencies. In fact, providing state agencies with such quanti-
ties of raw data that they become indigestible has become somewhat of a
joke among two-year college researchers. As one director mentioned at a
meeting not long ago, "Give them so much data that they choke on it. Then

they will stop asking you for more!" But there is no evidence that they

stop. State agencies are like Hydras--if one chokes on the mass of data
that you shove into its maw, two others spring up by its side.

Accordingly, I do not propose to suggest additional activities to add
to your already formidable burden. You have many masters to satisfy and
all of them are much closer to you than is the broader community of educa-
tional scholars as addressed through the ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior

Colleges. You may well want to make your contribution to knowledge about
the functioning of two-year colleges in America by conducting a carefully
controlled experiment or a rigorously designed survey. But when your
president calls saying that he'needs data on student desires for a pro-
posed program in Arc Welding for Artists so that he can respond to a
trustee at tomorrow night's'board meeting, I have no doubt about which

project is going to seize your immediate attention. Therefore I must

regrettably deny myself the luxury of admonishing you to conduct experi-

ments in student learning. Long a favorite topic of mine, I find that it
has provided a tiny but steady trickle of documents over the years. Those

who see the value of these studies--and who can fend off more pressing
demands--produce thfa. Otherwise they do not happen.

Nevertheless I can make a plea for more rigor in the studies that you
do. Careful methodology, instrument design, population sampling, data
collection and analysis, do not really add to your burden. Quite the
contrary--a well-designed study is in fact, easier to conduct. Take
the matter of population sampling alone. If the entire population of
students who have taken I Pull course load at your college during the
past three years is, say, 1000, you can save Lime and energy by pulling
a careful sample and surveying just that number. Sending 1000 surveys
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takes considerable effort. Accepting the 150-200 that come back as

representative of the population is both careless and naive. Much better

to draw a carefully stratified or random sample of 50-50 subjects--and

then bend all effort to get theth to respond. Using this method you may

well expect 40 responses - -an 805; return rate, one that is considerably

more useful than the 15 to 20% that you can get by the first named method.

And it takes no more time.

InstrUmentation is another place that institutional research can be

considerably tightened. Running off a set of questions that may well be
vague or contradictory contributes to the poor response rate typically

obtained, in community surveys. Much better to pretest a questionnaire
repeatedly using as subjects for the test small samples of the population .

to whom the instrument is to be addressed. It is amazing how a question
that seems so obvious and straightforward to you will be hopelessly con-

fusing to a lay person. Great dividends can be obtained through modest

expenditures of time., before the survey form is printed for general,. dis-

c tribution.

Similarly, in the matter of record checking, the IR director is well
advised to spend his time organizing procedures for automatic printout of
all pertinent information from student records. Cross tabulations are

easily arranged when the data file is properly organized. With the level

of sophistication of computer technology available to you in your own

institution or in a contract agencY close at hand, there is iimply'no -

excuse for a research director's going through student folders manually
each time a reqUest.for information of one type or another comes in. Yet

some still do.

The conference theme is on changing student populations. Even though

we -have much data on trends rmtionwide, any researcher will find variation

in his own institution. Nevertheless we know certain general character-

istics. The age of the average student is now nearly 28 years. This is

a phenomenal shift from an averaae age near.22 only three or four years

ago. There is an increasing number of women enrolling. Once rising

enrollments in minority students have apparently stabilized and in 1974-75

there has been no increase. More students now are married. The ratio

of part-time to full-time students has gone up and in many institutions

now the average student takes fewer than 8 units. A concomitant increase

in "unclassified" students--as compared to transfer or occupational--has

taken place. This has been accompanied by a relative decrease in the

number of sophomores. (See graphs).

Several general questions seem to be suggested by these data. How

does age affect learning abilities, motivations, goals? What has been

the impact of these changes on traditional college courses? How does

one's position in the life cycle affect his perception of himself as a

student? How does a learner's time lapse between educational experiences
affect his attitude and abilities? In what ways have student support

services changed in recent years?

A second general trend in studept pbpulations is a change in socio-

economic status. More people who go to community colleges have obtained

7
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more education. That is, many of the sd-called new students are returning
people who have previously had education beyond the high school. Many
of the are In the so-called unclassified areas, the hobby or general
interest 'courses; some have baccalaureate or higher degrees. Others are
people who did not "finish" their education eirlier,.collzge,dropouts of
a previous era. Some have a year or two or more of college and are coming
back for refresher courses. In many cases they have returned only to de-
termine if they really want to continue in formal graded education.

What types of student services are needed for this group? Should
they be segregated from,the remedial or slow learners? Wou4a tutorial
program work well? In general, what different instructional strategies,
if any, should be applied to students from rural areas, veterans of
military service, prison inmates, elderly persons, foreign students, and
the physically handicapped? Experimentation in learning has its own way
of creeping in!

A third area of change in student populations is reflected in a
modification in. educational objeCtives. Enrollments slim,/ a percentage
drift sway from transfer or academic objectives to vocational/technAcal/
occupational programs and recreational or self-telp programs such as small
appliance repair, automobile maintenance, income tax preparation and the
like, and toward self-development--personal relationships, coping with
crisis, and a variety of activities designed to help the individual learn ,

more about himself% An increasing number of courses are being taken
without credit, in the evening, by people who cannot by any traditional
measure be called "students." And more courses are being taken outside
traditional institutional settings.

Here again numerous nuestions suggest themselves. How many and.what
types of students might be served through different teaching methods- -
television, newspapers, independent study contracts? What kinds of
faculty load formulas are equitable in non-traditional settings? How
would the student population be modified if courses were offered away
from the campus?

Further generalizations about the changing character of institiltional
research can be drawn. One most obvioui is that since a smaller percent
of your students are planning to trap r to senior institutions, following
this category of subject to dete a the grades they earn in successive
levels of schooling becomes propo i tely less useful. When community
colleges were struggling for recognition as genuine collegiate institutions
these data were used to gain support. College presidents pointed to tables
showing that a student's grade point average differed little whether he
studied at the junior or the senior college, saying in effect, "We are as
hood as they." Now that the community college has been accepted as a
genuine'ins'Atution, there is some question as to what value o ?e can ascribe
to follow-up of students to determine CPA. I believe these studies are less
than unuseful-- they are pernicious since they give the lie to the contention
that the community college is primarily a sorting and screening institution,
taking people from high school and weeding out the unworthy, sending the
qualified to the baccalaureate institutions. And even though the institu-
tional research director cannot say no to the trustees, presidents, and
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legislators who seek this type of information, he can educate them by

designing and conducting other, more useful studies of students. Here is

where the carefully designed study of educational objectives that are

being pursued by the students can be useful. Even the most backward-look-

ing trusteemay be convinced if 4.he IR director presents information show-

ing that only half as many students intend transferring now as did five

years ago, that only one-third as many are seeking a degree.

Some useful information has been produced by Research Directors who

determine student residence patterns. Using post office zip codes in the

more densely populated districts and a mapping procedure in suburban and

rural locales, one can easily see he areas from which students originate.

This can be useful in recruiting btzause the locations that are sending

few students to the college can be addressed directly. Satellite centers

can be set up. Sometimes something as simple as advising on transportation

service within certain.areas of the district can be helpTul.

Every Research Director should have at his fingertips the census data

pertaining to people in his district. Information on trends in age,

educational level, and numerous other demographic characteristics are

already available-through the efforts of county, state, and national

atencies.. Using the existing data base, the researcher can structure his

own questions. Is our district's populatioh increasing? Where are the

new students likely to come from? As minimal a procedure as determining

changes in enrollments in feeder secondary schools can assist in answering

these questions.

Although admissions, achievement, and placement, testing is,becoming

taboo there is still a place for the use of criterion testing. Working

with faculty members to determine a program's objectives in finite terms is

basic to selecting or structuring a criterion test which can then be used

to determine program content and output. Criterion testing--as opposed

to normative testing 'which determines which students dare better than

other's- -leads to studies that are sorely needed in the two-year_college,.

These need not be experiments in the sense of comparing one instructional

Method with another, but merely studies to determine what has been learned

by people who have. completed a program, any program--trahsfer, vocational,

or recreational.

We have moved into an era when student dropout is no longer a pejor-

ative term. Students drop in and. out repeatedly. They take a full load,

drop out for a term to go to work, come backin Part-time, go into the

service, come out and become full-time students again, and so on. Accord-

ingly the IR Director must take a positive approach to the student who

was attending one term but who has not returned.. What did the student get

from the college that he can use? That is, whether or not he obtained a

certificate or a degree, did he carry away something of value? Here is

where thegreatest opportunity for conceptualizing researcher questions is
opezi to the IR Director/Who is sensitive to his college's purposes and to

the intent of the various program directors. One can begin by going to the

catalog page that lists the college's goals and philosophy. How have these_

been operationalized? When translated into tangible output, have the

students really been led to do what the college advertised?
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Changing student populations impose their own changes on curriculum.
The thumbscrew of a legal requirement' for American Institutions, English
Composition, Physical Education, and certain other courses and programs
has been loosened in many states. Except in cases where students are
enrolled in a program with its own specifications, they take what they
want. What hevebeen the trends in enrollments by course in youi'inatitu-
tion in the past five years?, One cannot determine this by looking at the

catalog, He must turn to the Class Schedule and the enrollments bye.

class section. We have found, for example, that in some institutions a
full program of studies in German, Spanish, and French is carried in the
,catalog whereas the course schedule shows classes offered only in evening
sections of Conversational Spanish.

The astute IR Director will see the faculty as a suitable area for

study. How do instructors,feel about changed student populations? TO .

what extent do they even realize the magnitude of,the shift away frt'i
transfer programs.) Are they using the. skills offered by mature students

in tutorial capacities? Are they aware of the range of pedagogical de,Fices

that may be employed in teaching thisstudent population? Effecting 1

liaison with two or three natural faculty leaders in designing a study
addressing these types of questions can pay large'dividends in esiabliShing

lines of communication- -now typic4l1y precarious--between the research

office and the faculty. Even something as simple as getting each faculty
Member to prepare one question relating to what his students hove learned

in his course can be a usefUl exercise. Here the IR,Director actually
functions as a coordinator of a study that the faculty_meMbers,themselves

designed. And ore sure way--perhaps the only way--of getting an instructor
to attend to the results of an investigation is to involve him in design-
ing the questions to be asked.

In all cases the Research Director must draw interpretations and con-

clusions. Merely compiling raw data and distributing it will not suffice.
Few people read tables and draw genuine, interpretations = -they see what they

want to see. The researchersis well advibed to explain what he has dis-

covered. Interpretation after the data are in suggests conceptualization
of.the problem on the front end, &Joh brings us full circle. Problem con=

ceptualization is necessary for communication to:others.-inlluding o'

researchers at other institutions. It is basic to instrumentation, sampling;

and methodoslogy. It is,basic to move into.automatic record Checking for if
you do not know what types of?data you are going to want from the records$

you have no idea of what to put in. So it all comes down to the Research
Director who reads the literature so that he can anticipate trends; who has
a gras.p of research techniques that he can use to make his own work more
respectable and that he can use in presenting his findings to others.

The Research Director is in a Oosi'..2.on to create his own type of

operation. Just as a faculty member-may arrange hiepedagogi61I-Arategies
to fit his curriculum intentions and his students, the Research Director
can arrange his questions-and methodologies to fit the problems at hand.
And typically, the Research Director can investigate questions that he

sees as being important for institutional functioning. This souqds as

though I'am ascribing a higher status to the Research Director than,he
currently enjoysin most colleges. Well, I am. I have been. a ,student of
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community colleges for several years and I have not found a group that
holds the interests of the entire college in mind while at the same time
respecting the type of research necessary to shed light on useful modifi-

cations in institutional operations. The trustees arc lay people, con-

cerned with budgets and image. Presidents frequently are pulled in so
many directions that they ao not see th'eforest for the trees. The deans

and other administrative offiers occupy themselves with housekeeping.
Division and department chairmen straddle a precarious position, wanting
to be accepted by both the administrators and the faculty. And the in-

structors and counselors operate at a level of detail ani attendance to
daily tasks that precludes their being concerned with questions of in-

stitutional trends and impact, You are the group that \can translate

vague college goals and equally vague student aspirations into usefulr

designs for study.
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